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Encaustic Paints Color Chart
What are encaustic paints?
Encaustic painting is a wax-based technique used
since Antiquity. Forsaken by artists for many centuries
for the sake of new mediums, like tempera and
especially oil painting, encaustics are slowly
resurfacing as the preferred choice for painters,
particularly in the US. The term encaustic comes from
the Greek word “enkaustikos” meaning “to burn in”. The
technique’s name unveils its own fundamental feature:
namely, that it needs to be heated to be workable. This
type of paint does not dry, but rather solidifies at room
temperature and liquefies when heated. This melting
process can be done almost as many times as desired.
The paint surface becomes reworkable as opposed to
oils and acrylics where when dry, cannot reworked.
KAMA’s encaustic paints are made of naturally
bleached beeswax, dammar resin and pure dry
pigments.

Use :
Basic Principles :
Since it is necessary to heat encaustics to work with
them, a few heating implements will be needed.
Practically anything that produces enough heat to
melt encaustics can be used. A favourite of painters is
the portable cooking plate which serves as a paint
palette. This is usually a good option as these plates
allow you to adjust and control the surface
temperature to melt and mix your encaustics without
overheating them. A simple under-heating metal plate
also works well. Others will prefer to use indirect heat,
double-boilers and metal cans.
The golden rule to follow when painting with
encaustics is to fuse every new coat of paint with the
previous one. A hot coat of encaustic placed on top of
a cold one will tend to peel off. When the paint coats
are fused together the final result is a single coat of
paint that is firmly attached to its ground. As such the
essential tool will be a fusing tool such as: an iron, a
heat gun, a butane or propane torch, or a heating light
bulb. It is also important to work in a well ventilated
area because encaustic heated over 90°C (225°F)
produce harmful vapours. Depending on which tools
are used, it can become difficult to keep the paint
under this temperature threshold. Overheating or
heating encaustic paint over a long time period will
cause the wax to oxidize. If the wax becomes oxidized,
it will be brittle and turn from yellow to brown.

on the subject are available to provide the novice with
helpful tips and tricks as well as the technical aspects of
encaustics. However, the best way to get familiar with
encaustic is to try it and discover it for oneself. To paint
with a brush, remember to choose natural hair (hog or
goat bristles are the most popular) as synthetic hair will
not survive repeated exposure to heat. Most encaustic
painters who use brushes never wash them; they use one
brush for each colour and the hardened colour on the
brush mixes back with the new paint. The following
painting session will allow a “washing” process where
one cleans the brushes in melted paraffin or less
expensive soy wax.

Supports :

For permanent results, it is recommended to paint on
rigid porous surfaces. Encaustic paint is likely to crack or
peel off of soft mounts like canvases. Wood, massonite
and plywood panels are adequate surfaces. Many artists
only use a coat of neutral medium to prime their panels.
Yet, fairly absorbent grounds, especially made for
encaustics, are available in stores. If the textured surface
Techniques :
of canvas is preferred, it is best to work on small size
Encaustic paint is a very versatile technique. One can paintings. For medium or large size works, it is still
apply it in smooth brushstrokes all the way to thick recommended to stretch the canvas over a rigid
poured accumulations of the product. Several books

panel.

